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Innovation Strategy Intern (f/m/d)
About HERMANN’S
HERMANN'S is an innovation vehicle for the food industry. Our Innovation Strategy team
of nerdy, open-minded and grounded consultants works closely with our Food Ecosystem
and HERMANN’S Eatery in Berlin. We help established food companies to find and adopt
innovations that can be a struggle to generate in-house. We identify cultural shifts and niche
innovators that indicate future developments in the market. We then support our clients to
translate this information into brands, portfolios and products.
We are looking for an innovation strategy intern who wants to grow further toward the role of
a junior strategist and seeks to be a part of a team on a mission. We want to find a person
who believes in entrepreneurship for sustainability, brings in the necessary skills of a humane
high potential, and is a flexible team worker. The internship is paid.

About the position
You support our Innovation Strategy team during projects and proposal development. You also
flexibly support other areas such as the Food Ecosystem, events, and company building. While
you contribute to making sense of the future of food for industry clients, you grow toward the
role of a junior strategist. You take over respective responsibilities. You will work in a purpose
driven environment where results count more than hours. We are a team of individuals with
passions, not facades. We are so diverse, it hurts sometimes.

Who we look for
You believe that profitable business and sustainability can converge. You test and push limits
and want to change the world with solutions. You know the corporate and/or consulting world,
are fluent in English and ideally German.You act with rigor and creativity. You work
pragmatically but with precision. You want to contribute visibly. You are eager to learn about
food innovation but also committed to chipping in where we need you. You look for your own
way, not for a standard career.

Formal conditions
You are available for 3-6 months full time in Berlin. You have or are about to complete your
bachelor’s degree with a strong track record. You have relevant work experience as full time
staff or intern. You are versed in office applications.

Contact information
Please direct your complete application in a single file to laura@hermanns.com. We may only
respond to candidates successful in securing an interview. Thanks for understanding. If this is
for you, let’s get in touch
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